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 STONE CLEAR 

STONE SEALER 

MATERIAL & FUNCTION 

STONE CLEAR is a new generation penetrating sealer for use on a wide variety of  stone and other 

types of masonry surfaces. STONE CLEAR is suitable for both interior and exterior use.  STONE 

CLEAR is especially formulated to provide a high degree of stain resistance against the majority of 

compounds which will stain a floor (including coffee, vegetable oil , wine etc ) whilst maintaining the 

natural appearance of the stone in its raw state. STONE  CLEAR will also allow the transmission of 

water vapour from the surface. STONE CLEAR may darken some surfaces and a small test area is 

recommended . 

APPLICATION 

 Allow  a minimum of 1 day from date of laying/grouting before application of STONE CLEAR.  

 Ensure all efflorescence (whitish salts on surface) has ceased to appear. (residual salts may be 

removed using an almost dry sponge )  

 The surface to be  treated should be cleaned and thoroughly dry.  

 Apply STONE CLEAR using a lambs wool applicator, soft bristle natural or nylon broom or paint 

brush taking particular care to avoid streaking. Each coat must be a “flow coat” to ensure full 

saturation of all pores in the stone surface.. A minimum of two even coats should be applied at a 

direction of 90 degrees to each other working grout line to grout line. Allow several hours between 

coats. Applicators may be cleaned using SLASOL. Although 2 coats should be sufficient to provide 

protection to the stone, some very porous stones may require 3 or even 4 coats to ensure complete 

and long term protection. Our advice is to determine on a sample the number of coats required to 

provide complete protection against vegetable cooking oils and margarine. 

 To assist in removal of grout after grouting the stone tiles may be presealed prior to laying using 

STONE CLEAR. 

 STONE CLEAR may also be applied through non-aluminium solvent resistant sprayers. 

 Avoid heavy traffic for 24 hours after final coat. 

 If in any doubt ring our information hotline for more detailed information 

Areas sealed previously with STONE CLEAR may be resealed without stripping, simply re-apply to a 

clean dry floor.  Life expectancy of this sealer is 3 - 5 years dependent on traffic, heavy traffic areas 

should be resealed as necessary. Surfaces sealed with other products should not be treated with STONE 

CLEAR until suitability and final results are determined, and are in accordance with expectations. 

STONE CLEAR should cover 8 to 25 m2  per litre per coat depending on the porosity of the surface to 

be treated. 10 m2 per litre per coat is the average on most paving products. 

Under normal conditions STONE CLEAR can remain effective for many years, however, harsh 
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cleaning materials, extreme weathering and strong solvents may have a detrimental effect on the 

products performance. 

 

PACKAGING 

1 Litre, 4 Litre, 10 Litre, 20 Litre & 200 litre containers. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 

Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation 

shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or liability 

in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour or any consequential 

damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of this product for any intended 

use shall be solely the responsibility of the user.  ALWAYS TEST FIRST.  
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